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ALTIFLOR is very proud to introduce , the brand new Hibiscus rosa 
sinensis line originating from Louisiana. 

This exclusive selection resulting from a harmonic combination of careful human research and 
nature, includes a large number of varieties which stand out first of all for their 

wonderful flowers ! 

What makes the   flowers so unique is the wide range of extremely 
fascinating colours which go from the most delicate to the most brilliant ones, and their 
enchanting nuances:  a true delight to your eyes ! 

One variety is so special that its flowers even change their colour gradually as time goes by thus 
enabling the full flowering plant to display different flower colours at the same time! 

The beauty of the flowers is highlighted by their extraordinary size, up to 18-20cm diameter, as 
well as by their long-lasting life, 2-3 days, about twice as long in comparison to the flowers of 
most of the hibiscus varieties commonly available on the market. 

The high performance of  varieties is further enriched by the following  
technical  key points: 

-  strong growth  
-  harmonic habitus 
-  excellent branching  

The  varieties, bred by Dupont Nursery, are currently being submitted 
for sole licensing in Europe by ALTIFLOR and have just been put on sale starting from this spring. 
They are  available as finished plants in 20cm and 30cm pot as well as 25cm hanging basket, in the 
following 3 colours:  

deep red, bicolour yellow-orange, bicolour white-yellow. 

Over the next few years ALTIFLOR plans to put progressively on the market further beautiful 

varieties thus offering through  the most complete colour range a 
hibiscus line has ever offered. 



 

The  varieties have already captured the attention of both Italian and 

international specialized press. 

The first official acknowledgement came by a “Special Mention” ALTIFLOR has been awarded for 

this novelty during the “Oroflor” contest held at the Flormart 2011 in Padua,  for “the size, the 

long-lasting life and the colours of the flowers as well as for the strong growth of the plant 

which make them perfectly fit for decorating gardens and terraces”. 
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